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Continue it......virtual is better...all over India can attend
Really enjoyed laboratory evaluation of RBC disorders
Excellent, Suresh sir made exclusive presentation of automation
kindly use a collar Mike for laboratory tours. The audio clarity was poor.
Bone marrow failure syndrome class were good, and it was useful.
Wonderful sessions! Looking forward for the upcoming sessions!
Need more co-relationship with other topic
The topics were very relevant and explanation was crisp and clear.
Addition of more pics for signs symptoms and appropriate labelling of cells on PS / BMA
Very good presentation of all topics. very informative, elaborate and useful. It’s good to know a lot of
new things.
Kindly upload the videos after CME for few weeks for people who missed seeing.
Explanation of bone marrow failure syndromes and Haemocytomorphometry was excellent
Need live session if possible after pandemic for lab tour
Very well organised and executed.
Please share the link for bone marrow aspiration procedure educational video
The entire session is very good. Can you please upload these sessions online for our future reference?
The explanation inside the lab was very interactive and innovative. Made more sense after the initial
session about the Anaemia. Thank you for great explanation in all the sessions.
Please share us the recorded video.
Very good teaching. But we can concentrate better if we get 5 min breaks in between
nothing to add... everything was that much crisp and neat. thnk u... if possible pls send the recorded
video of all the sessions... thnks a lot
explanation regarding Hb Electrophoresis
diagnosis of lymphoma session was excellent
Please continue the great work. Very lucid presentations
Management of HL/NHL were Brief.
The diagnosis lectures could have been case based and challenging cases in cmc and investigations based
on cases could have been better
Discussions too in the aspect of clinical presentation and how to approach would be better than
theoretical approach...
too fast to follow at times...especially lymphoma diagnosis
The diagnosis of Leukemia class was excellent. So was the molecular biology basics. Kindly upload lab
tour videos and procedure videos for later viewing too.
Please include APLA Protocol
Network issues troubled
A delight for today with all the toughest part of diagnosis and treatment well taken. Starting from the
Pathology basics to the management part was well presented.
Can proceed but slowly through topics it’s hard to follow at times…
Clear and neat as usual. Pls send recorded videos...will be more helpful
During quiz few images were not visualized in image-based questions, so couldn't answer those
questions
Need 3 day section with more break
Nice Next year also online platform if possible
Please upload these videos on internet. They will be really useful for us in future.
This was a very good, educative and refreshing session. Can you allow a presentation from outside India
next year?
To add lecture programs in app itself. Initially, I searched to launch the program



More webinars on Hematology topics individually will be helpful. Thank you. It was a incredible learning
experience for me.
If possible, please put all of these videos and sessions online, as it will help us in future to review and
revise our concepts. Please, a humble request.
Monthly webinars on Hematology topics through zoom platforms will be helpful.
Hematology and Me. very inspiring talk.
Dr Abhay sir s talk was so motivating
Dr.Bhave just summarised the day in a beautiful way. Talking about his own training time then the need
for clinical and practical aspect of seeing slides and then the practice... It was a fabulous talk. Tells about
the training we undergo always pays off. Haemtaology is more than what it seems, specially when he
talked about making slides by self and then coming to diagnosis makes haematology different from
others. Other talks including COVID associated coagulopathy, VTE, and thrombocytopenia was very much
informative. Thanks to the team! Looking ahead for a good day tomorrow!

Conducting during Sundays would be better
Thank you for such a wonderful session. Would love to join fellowship program in near future.
CME was very useful to see the extraordinary things we could do with modern investigations.
It was personally a heartfelt feel for me as i am listening to DOCTORS who were involved in my
treatment since 2014, since my diagnosis with T-ALL in A-8 ward. I always longed to listen to
their medical lectures, which came true today. They are simply great in this field. I am so much
inspired by Professors Dr Vikram Mathews, Dr Biju George, Dr Aby Abraham, Dr Anu, Dr Fouzia.
Also, last but not the least, so much friendly and caring Dr Uday and Dr Sharon. Soon i wish i will
join Hematology at CMC to work under these great minds whatever it takes to be. Thank you so
much everyone for all the efforts to make this CME in spite of all difficulties during covid
pandemic.

Would suggest the following topics for future CME:
MDS advancement and researches, CNS MALIGNANCIES, Clinical approach to lymphadenopathy,
bleeding disorders caused by blood vessels abnormalities, GENE SEQUENCING, T cell lymphoma,
lab techniques, research oriented, Other MPN related disorders, patient live demos
MDS, BLOOD BANK MORE TOPICS , SPECIAL STAINS IN HEMATOLOGY, CAR t therapy
adverse effects during Blood transfusion and to manage them

I Would be happy to join any Educational Webinars From CMC, Vellore in Future


